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With the paces of economy-system reform and company-stock reform, 
the form of company cross-shareholding appeared and has already become a 
kind of economic phenomenon. Company cross-shareholding has been used as 
a means of capital-combination especially when more and more companies 
recombine capital in our country. It is not only a form of capital-combination, 
but also a means of company-combination. But the form of company 
cross-shareholding caused many legal problems such as making 
register-capital overlap, weakening the ability of repaying debt and damaging 
the balance of company administration structure. However, the current 
company law didn’t touch on it at all, which can be described nothing but a 
kind of legislative defect. Therefore, the author puts forward the measure of 
regulating the phenomenon of company cross-shareholding after drawing 
lessons from similar overseas legislation and analyzing the practical 
circumstance in our country. 
Besides the preface and the epilogue, the article mainly consists of four 
chapters. 
The first chapter introduces the concept 、legal characteristics and types 
of company cross-shareholding and analyzes the economic function of 
company cross-shareholding while affirming its positive impacts . 
The second chapter explains the negative influences of company cross 
–shareholding and mainly discusses the negative influences on three 
aspects :Company law、Securities law and Antimonopoly Law . 














cross-shareholding.  Most countries regulate companies which have parent 
and subsidiary relationship and companies having no parent-subsidiary 
relationship respectively. 
The fourth chapter mainly focuses on legislative proposals for the 
phenomenon of company cross-shareholding. First of all, the author analyzes 
and evaluates their defects after introducing related practice、legislations and 
policies in our country .Secondly, the value of efficiency coming before safety 
should be established to standardize it. Respective legal measures also should 
be set for the phenomenon of cross-shareholding between companies having 
parent and subsidiary relationship and companies without that relationship. 
Moreover, as far as concrete rule construction is concerned, the author 
proposes establishing internal restriction to cross-shareholding as well as 
external procedural restriction, such as restricting the shareholding proportion 
and limiting the use of stock right, which should take situation in our country 
into account. And the legal effect of illegal cross-shareholding behavior and 
the legal liability for the undertaker should be established, with several related 
systems as supplementation. By so doing, its drawbacks such as damaging 
company administration structure, jeopardizing interest of minority stock 
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双方同时直接持有对方的股份，即互为股东。如 A， B 两公司，A公司持
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